INTRODUCTION
The emergence of a consolidated and autonomous East Asian economic bloc has inaugurated intra-regional flows of capital that reshape how less developed Asian countries imagine their path toward modern nationhood. As the second fastest developing economy in Asia, Vietnam is uniquely positioned in the global economy because of its close relations with various countries within Asia and its postcolonial orientation to the West. In Vietnam's transition to a globalized market economy, Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) has become an attractive destination for foreign investors from Asia seeking to underwrite ambitious projects in land development, trade, commodity manufacturing, and banking. These economic activities rely heavily on the sex industry to facilitate relations of trust in a country where people do not have faith in legal contracts. Sex workers act as informal brokers of social capital in spaces of leisure and entertainment as they ease tensions among party officials, private entrepreneurs, and foreign investors. Therefore, HCMC's global sex industry provides a unique window to examine how new circulations of capital in Asia shapes sex workers' divergent embodied ideals, which represent their nation's shifting place in the global economy.
Much of the research on gender and nation examines how cultural transformations inform the expression of varied national ideals in non-Western contexts (Englund and Leach 2000; Ong 1999; Rofel 1999) . This article illustrates how economic transformations inform variations in the gendered expression of national ideals within the space of HCMC's sex industry. Paying particular attention to economic and geopolitical shifts in Asia, this article builds on the work of Balogun (2012) , Choo (2006) , Otis (2012) , and Saraswati (2010) 
DECENTERING GLOBALIZATION THROUGH EMBODIED MODERNITIES
A substantial body of literature deconstructs the binaries of traditional/modern, East/West, and global/local, which were central tropes of early globalization studies (Holtzman 2004; Inda and Rosaldo 2002; Manalansan 2004; Robertson 1992; Tsing 2005) . This literature highlights how multiple (Rofel 1999) or alternative modernities reflect diverse local agendas (Chu 2010) . While these works question the idea of the unambiguous dominance of Western **Forthcoming in Gender and Society 2014** 4 cultural, political, and economic power within the modern world system, they also make it clear that Western power is still important throughout the globe. As Kelsky (1999) states, "local" modernities opposing homogenizing global forces do not proliferate without some kind of cultural reference to the "originally" modern West. Iwabuchi (2002) further argues that no matter how strong its economy grew, Japan remained subject to multiple forms of Western cultural domination. However, multiple hierarchies emerge that simultaneously inflect the ascending power of East Asia and the simultaneous decline of Western influence.
The global economic crash of 2008 created new openings for "financescapes" (Appadurai 1990 ) to emerge in various parts of the developing world. Collectively, these new financescapes within Asia have begun to diminish Western countries' influence on the rest of the world. The negative effects of the financial crisis were primarily felt in the U.S. and Europe, while Asia became a stronghold for global capital. In 2011, for the first time in history, there were more millionaires in Asia than in Europe (Benz and Lassignardie 2011) . As noted by Iwabuchi (2002) and others, nations like Japan or China cannot contest Western economic dominance alone; rather, it is the collective rise of multiple countries within pan-Asia that has destabilized Western hegemony. The economic ascendance of the Asia Pacific region produced a new global economy that is structured by multiple hierarchies in the international division of labor. Urban centers like Singapore, Shanghai, and Hong Kong (instead of New York, London, or Paris) now exemplify distinctive formations of modernity, projecting their collective prominence on a global stage.
One way to understand the effects of this new, pan-Asian modernity is to examine how people in less developed countries within Asia-like Cambodia or Vietnam-articulate their national ideals in comparison to more developed countries within Asia and to the West. As investors from South Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, Japan, and Singapore enter these countries to **Forthcoming in Gender and Society 2014** 5 capitalize on local development projects, Cambodia and Vietnam are setting on a path toward a distinctly "Asian" future (Nam 2011) . Taking these economic transformations into account, I
argue for a materially grounded pan-Asian modernity that not only is "culturally expressed" but also emerges from a real shift in the geopolitical order. This article builds on the body of literature decentering globalization by analyzing how new forms of transnational capitalism within Asia have created new narratives of a pan-Asian modernity that reshape both intraregional relationships between East Asia and Southeast Asia and Asia's relationship to the Western world.
In order to examine the tensions between this pan-Asian modernity and Western cultural influences, this article builds on an existing body of literature that pinpoints embodiment as a key site that project diverging ideals manifesting the tensions both within Asian nations and between global Western and local consumption styles. Otis' (2012) study of Chinese hotel service workers demonstrates how workers who cater to Westerners and wealthy locals engage in different styles of market-embodied labor practices. Similar works set in South Korea (Choo 2006) , Indonesia (Saraswati 2010) , and the Philippines (Cruz 2012) highlight continuities and discontinuities both within the boundaries of nations and between nations that reflect the friction generated by the rise of Asian economies.
By paying attention to shifting fields of economic and cultural power, I analyze how changes in the political economy alter cultural constructions of modernity in everyday life. This study looks at how women's bodies reflect and shape national hierarchies. To describe microlevel practices and interactions, I turn to theories of body work and body capital (Mauss 1992) .
Body work refers to labored modifications that individuals inflict on their own bodies or the bodies of others (Gimlin 2007) ; the resultant body capital (Wacquant 1995) describes how the 
RESEARCH METHODS AND SETTING
In studying Vietnam's stratified sex industry, I strategically chose to focus on HCMC because it has the greatest concentration of foreign people and capital in the country. Between clients to arrive or to be seated at a table. I interviewed the men in a variety of settings-bars, coffee shops, their offices, and on car rides to development project sites. The participant observation coupled with interview data allowed me to understand the multiple ways that women altered their bodies in these stratified sites.
PROGRESS AND POVERTY: DIVERGENT EMBODIED IDEALS Projecting Pan-Asian Modernity through Sex Workers' Bodies
At Khong Sao Bar, the majority of clients were local Vietnamese and Asian businessmen.
In this exclusive bar, an elite group of clients who came from some of Vietnam's top finance, At a time when local Vietnamese and Asian businessmen were engaged in tremendous land speculation as the economy was rapidly restructuring (Hoang 2013) , men clients in this niche market directly benefited from capital gains from foreign investments. In the milieu of the bars, these men represented Asia's ascendency in the global economy through their command of economic and symbolic capital. Although their methods of asserting superiority contrasted with
Western modes of dominance, they reflected the ideological repositioning that accompanies shifting geostrategic alignments (Ong 2011) . In addition to the ways in which men wielded capital in the bars, these new configurations hinged on the symbolic etchings of modernity and progress on women's aesthetically desirable bodies (Gal and Kligman 2000; Hanser 2008 ).
This article builds on studies that deconstruct the idea that the rest of the world seeks to emulate "white Caucasian" beauty standards, such as lighter skin and slim figures (Casanova 2004; Glenn 2008) . Saraswati (2010) clarifies that the desire for "whiteness" is not the same as the desire for "Caucasian whiteness." In her analysis of the Indonesian women's magazine
Cosmo, Saraswati (2010) links whiteness to transnational cosmopolitan mobility, with models ideals of Korea and Japan, the resulting beauty standard is not simply white; rather, women choose to highlight "natural" Asian ideal features (Glenn 2008) . Furthermore, the meaning that these women ascribe to the resulting appearance is that it is a modern Asian look, not a Western Western features-light skin, eyelid crease/shape-but also serves as a specific East Asian ideal-round face, thinness, and even, un-tanned skin tone. By claiming that skin whiteness is a "natural" Asian feature, sex workers actively contested the racial and aesthetic geographies of beauty in relation to white (Caucasian) women.
Women also focused on the appearance of their breasts. Big breasts were not the primary goal; rather, most women worked to shift their breasts so that they were positioned firmly During one of his free consultation visits to the bar, Anh Minh, one of the plastic surgeons, opened a booklet with "before and after" photos of the women who worked at Khong Sao Bar. As I flipped through the booklet, I listened as the women talked about how much they **Forthcoming in Gender and Society 2014** had changed as a result of their work. As the doctor consulted with the women, he often used photos of surgeries he had performed in the past, or of famous models and singers who had their surgeries done in Korea, Japan, or Thailand. As with makeup styles, models of ideal bodies were taken from photos of women in Asia. Moreover, the women in this niche preferred Korean and Japanese skincare products over Western ones. Anh Minh told the sex workers that products from South Korea "are about 12 years ahead of the U.S. in terms of their skincare technology."
South Korea, he said, "has become the new France." These technological developments have enabled women to craft themselves as both modern and distinctly pan-Asian.
These technologies of embodiment allowed women to use their body capital to serve as emblems of their country's economic progress. Technologically altered bodies reflected the nation's economic progress for elite businessmen who mediated workers' sense of self-worth.
Whenever a group of men entered the bar, the mommies would greet them and order the women to line up so the men could select those they wanted at their tables. During the lineup, men commented on the women's appearances by complimenting them or critiquing their style of dress and parts of their body. Men clients rewarded women they found aesthetically pleasing by inviting them to sit at their tables. It was not uncommon to watch men play with women's noses or ask questions about the various surgeries the women had had. In fact, local Vietnamese men often acted as representatives, showcasing the nation's beautiful women to their foreign investors.
One evening, a few days after Diem returned to work after her rhinoplasty, Quang, a 39-year-old client, pointed to her nose and asked those at the For these men, Diem's nose represented not only her own transformation but also the progress of the nation. Dong, a 60-year-old businessman, explained:
When you look from the outside in, it seems like they need our money, but we need them just as much as they need us. When you bring in businessmen from Asia, you can say, "Look, this country is growing and developing so much that even the poorest village girls can afford to get plastic surgery." It shows them that we're a nation that is growing very rapidly and there is a lot of potential in our market. They represent Vietnam to the most important people, our investors! For foreign investors making large speculations in Vietnam, women's enhanced bodies provided figurative reassurance that Vietnam was a dynamic market where they could expect to see returns on their investments. Sex workers' altered bodies represented Vietnam as a nation on the move, where even the poorest of the poor were beginning to reap the rewards of economic development. Several clients paid for surgeries as a gift to new women with whom they enjoyed sitting. Gifting such surgeries was not purely altruistic; they enhanced the men's prestige as members of the country these women represent. These bodily modifications, which highlighted the women's malleability, mobility, and modernity, were crucial to local Vietnamese business elites because they signaled the nation's economic development.
Critically, the technologies of embodiment seen in Khong Sao Bar signify the shift in foreign direct investments from the U.S. and Europe to major Asian economic powers that are carefully mapped onto sex workers' embodied practices. The reputation of Khong Sao Bar 
Projecting Third World Dependency through Sex Workers' Bodies
Unlike in high-end bars, most clients in Naughty Girls were budget tourists looking for cheap adventure. As a result, women practiced technologies of embodiment that were distinct from those of high-end sex workers to cater to their Western clients' desires. Roughly 20 women worked at Naughty Girls. The majority of these women had previously worked in factories or in service jobs where they made less than 100 USD per month. Workers were not paid by the bar owner; instead they earned money from tips and from paid sex. Workers earned 200-700 USD per month from paid sex, which was supplemented with occasional cash gifts from regular clients ranging as high as 50,000 USD, which went towards rebuilding a family home or launching a new business. The clients I studied in these bars were 18 to 74 years of age, and nearly all of them traveled to Vietnam to experience the culture of a Third World country. When clients walked into the bar, they could order a 2 USD beer and expect to have one or two women sit with them. Women immediately handed them wet towels, wiped their faces, and provided them with shoulder massages. Ly, a 24-year-old woman, advised:
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Get rid of the baby powder. It is going to make your skin look too pale, and under the lights in this bar, you are going to look like you are sick. You do not want to look light… You can't use pink blush in here; it makes you look like those Japanese or Chinese play dolls. You have to go buy a brown, orange, or darker color to use on your cheeks; it will make your face look narrower instead of round.
When I asked the women why they preferred to have darker complexions, Lilly told me, "Men like brown skin, Kim. They like it. I like it, too. Look better." Lilly indeed was darker than all of the women in the bar. She prided herself on her skin color, stating, "Every afternoon around 2:00 p.m., I put on my bathing suit and I go lay on the swing I tied up [on the roof] to make my skin more brown. People laugh. They say, 'Why you look so dark, Lilly? But I say, 'Because I like it.'" Lilly and Tina, the owners of the expat and tourists bars, respectively, had by far the darkest complexions of the women I studied. While Lilly and Tina both embraced the tan aesthetic that they built their business on, several of the other women working in the bars had more ambivalent feelings about dark skin and used bronzers as part of a costume to play a role. Xuong, a 26-yearold woman working in Naughty Girls, said:
The men here like darker skin and women who just came up from the village. The girls who just come up from the villages always get the most clients because they look the most innocent and fresh. Men like women with dark skin. They will always touch you and say, "Wow, your skin is so dark and soft."
Altering their skin color was the most notable strategy these women adopted to racialize their bodies in a way that would exaggerate their appearance as poor women in a Third World country. Dark skin provided a narrative of poor, rural labor that could hide women's experiences **Forthcoming in Gender and Society 2014** 22 of factory and service work in HCMC. For many of the workers, their dark complexion was achieved by using a lotion that they applied to their skin for work and then washed off when going about their lives outside of sex work.
Women who catered to Westerners also applied their makeup differently than sex workers in other niches. Sex workers at Secrets and Naughty Girls were much more ostentatious with their eye makeup, working to produce a smoky effect. To obtain a smoky eye, they used double eyelid tape to make a crease, applied dark grey, purple, or black eye shadow along the eyelid and under the brow bone, then filled in the middle with a lighter color. This highlighted their darker features, making them look more "exotic" and sexually appealing.
The women who worked for Western expatriates and backpackers did not make as much money as the women who catered to elite Asian and Vietnamese businessmen. Therefore, compared to the higher-end niche market, fewer women who catered to Westerners invested in plastic surgery. Those who did opted to have different types of surgical procedures than higherend women, generally choosing breast implants over nose jobs. Among the 40 women I studied in the two bars catering to Westerners, roughly one third had breast implants, while fewer than 20 percent had nose jobs.
In my conversations with women who had plastic surgery, I asked how they prioritized their procedures. Thao, a 23-year-old worker, responded, "I know that men like bigger boobs.
They don't notice nose jobs. It does not make them [aroused] ." For Thao, getting breast implants was a strategic investment in her body capital in order to attract more clients. Breast implants made her body not just aesthetically appealing but also sexually desirable. These alterations had less to do with signifying Thao's upward mobility, modernization, or progress than with appealing to her clients' explicitly sexual desires. Expats like Alex wanted to be with recent migrants to the city because they felt that rural women provided them with an authentic experience of Vietnam. As his comments suggest, rather than acknowledging that the upwardly mobile urbanite is also authentically Vietnamese, Alex Although most sex workers migrated to the city to experience upward mobility, they were strategic about when and how they displayed their access to foreign capital. All of the women had two cell phones, a cheap Nokia, worth 20 USD, and another, more expensive phone. Several women had iPhones, which typically sold in the Vietnamese market for 200-1000 USD, depending on the version. They also purchased fashionable urban clothing that they rarely wore have, they will feel sorry for you, think that you are poor, and give you money.
Even though the women were more financially secure than family members who worked in the rice fields, in manufacturing, or even as service workers in HCMC, they could not display their new wealth to their clients. Many of the clients thought sex work was acceptable only if the women were flat broke and had no other options. This was very different from the appreciation Vietnamese men had for sex workers in Khong Sao Bar. In the higher-end niche market, clients recognized that women deserved some degree of respect for their skill in attracting foreign capital into the country. In the niche market catering to Westerners, however, women proved their respectability by portraying Vietnam as an impoverished Third World nation, inferior to the wealthy West, and by presenting themselves as innocent victims of that poverty.
To portray an authentically Third World Vietnam, women not only altered their bodies by choosing cheap or traditional clothing and darkening their skin and eyes, they also used trips to villages in the Mekong Delta to provide clients with a visceral experience of Third World poverty and appeal to their generosity as relatively wealthy Westerners. On these trips, women would introduce men to their "families" to tie their own self-presentation to the poverty they witnessed. Often, however, these families were fake. Thuy-Linh explained:
I am going to Kien Giang tomorrow with one of the guys here because he wants to see my village, but most of my family lives in Saigon now… I am taking him to stay with Vi's family so that he will think that I am really poor and maybe give me money to rebuild the house or help my "family" out.
When the women in the bar first told me about their fake village families and the trips they organized with clients, I was struck by their awareness of their clients' desire to see
Vietnam as a developing Third World country rather than as an emerging hotbed of global investment. They organized tours that would portray an "authentic" Vietnam removed from signs of global change, modernization, and capitalism. These men wanted to visit villages where they could walk through rice fields, ride bicycles, and bargain in street markets. More often than not, sex workers were happy to play into their clients' desires because doing so enabled them to ask for large sums of money. Like the women in Frank's (2002) study on strippers in the United
States, the women in Naughty Girls and Secrets played on their clients' sympathy for the material inequalities and constraints that might shape a woman's decision to engage in sex work.
Upon their return from these trips to the Mekong Delta, many of the clients explained how they were moved to altruism by the conditions of poverty they had seen. For example, after spending three days in the village with Nhi's family, John, a man in his late 50s to early 60s, commented:
There are so many things that we in the West take for granted: roofs over our heads, hot water, shoes… When I was with Nhi, I had to shower with buckets of cold water. It was so disgusting because I was brushing my teeth and I didn't **Forthcoming in Gender and Society 2014** 27 realize that the bucket had a bunch of maggots in there. I felt these tiny worms swimming around in my mouth and I had to spit it out.
It is important to note that the women did not buy into the story of Vietnam's inferiority;
instead they capitalized on their clients' desires for First World dominance by deliberately placing buckets of maggots in the outdoor shower. Such visceral experiences with poverty allowed workers to ask their clients for a large sum of money. Indeed, John sympathized with Nhi's conditions of poverty, and he gave her family $500 to install a new faucet. Regardless of whether they were real or staged, these visits allowed workers to capitalize on Vietnam's shifting position in the global economy in order to attract charitable gifts from their clients. Men provide women with money to help them escape poverty and improve their standard of living from basic to comfortable. Consequently, even though sex work allowed some women to purchase nicer clothing and expensive cellular phones, they had to hide their wealth and perform poverty because those items symbolized increased access to global capital, mobility, status, and, most importantly, dignity in their work.
CONCLUSION
This study has important implications for how we understand and theorize the important The comparison of multiple markets reveals another layer of complexity in sex workers competing technologies of embodiment. In contrast to previous studies that focus primarily on Western men, I complicate our understanding of the sex industry in "Third World" nations by looking at different markets, and importantly, by looking at both consumers and workers. Sex workers who catered to Western men consciously embodied Third World dependency, playing on their client's racialized desires and imaginations of Vietnam as a poverty-stricken country.
These women were conscious of globalized racial discourses and strategically consumed and This article highlights how global economic changes map onto women's bodies.
Economic change is deeply intertwined with bodywork, racialized discourses, shifting realms of femininity, and complicated terrains of agency. In all three bars discussed in this article, the workers are striving to bring foreign money into the country. High-end workers in Khong Sao
Bar work to help attract FDI, while workers in Secrets and Naughty Girls work to attract charity capital. I show how sex workers' competing technologies of embodiment came to represent the changing dynamics of race and nation under globalization. Sex workers' pan-Asian bodies were molded by technologies that reflected Vietnam's striving to emerge as another "rising tiger."
However, not all women could secure a foothold in the rapidly developing sectors of the economy, and these women turned to other niche markets and other technologies of embodiment that would appeal to Western men's desires for virtuous Third World dependency. Women across all niches of sex work altered their bodies to fit clients' particular racialized and classed desires, but their divergent technologies of embodiment reflected tensions within Vietnam's gendered landscape. Thus, while men can pay for women's performances of dependency in Secrets and Naughty Girls, the true dependency of the nation on the West is slowly diminishing. 
